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cell than in other areas of the body (Frank et al., 1987; Shepro and 
Morel, 1993), suggesting that pericytes might play a particularly 
important role in the nervous system, where regional blood flow 
control is particularly important. Neuronal terminals which contain 
dopamine (Favard et al., 1990; Krimer et al., 1998), GABA (Gragera 
et al., 1993), vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP; Benagiano et al., 
1996), acetylcholine (Arneric et al., 1988) and nitric oxide (NO; 
Roufail et al., 1995) are closely apposed to capillaries and pericytes 
suggesting that, as for arterioles (Sato and Sato, 1990; Krimer et al., 
1998; Cauli et al., 2004), capillary blood flow could be modulated by 
neuronal input (Figure 1B). For arterioles, glutamate released dur-
ing neuronal activity plays a critical role in signaling to the blood ves-
sel a requirement for increased local blood flow (Faraci and Breese, 
1993; Mathiesen et al., 1998). Astrocytes are a major target for this 
glutamate signal, metabotropic glutamate receptor activation pro-
ducing Ca2+ rises in their end-feet, which surround arterioles. This 
stimulates the production of vasoactive metabolites of arachidonic 
acid [prostaglandin E

2
 (PGE

2
) and epoxyeicosotrienoic acids (EETs)] 

which diffuse to the arteriolar smooth muscle and produce vasodila-
tion (Zonta et al., 2003; Metea and Newman, 2006; Gordon et al., 
2008). Astrocyte end-feet surround capillaries to a similar extent as 
they do arterioles (perhaps even more densely; Maynard et al., 1957) 
and so are in a prime position to transmit signals from neurons to 
capillaries (Figure 1B).

Anatomical evidence also supports the view that pericytes are 
contractile. Localized constrictions can be observed in corrosion 
casts of cat spinal cord capillaries, where pericytes express the 
smooth muscle-specific isoform of actin (αSMA: Toribatake et al., 
1997). A subpopulation of retinal and brain pericytes also express 
αSMA, with stronger expression in pericytes on  capillaries which 

Pericytes as contractile cells
Pericytes are found on almost all capillaries, as well as on small 
arterioles and venules. They are small cells located on the outside 
of the vessel, between the endothelial cell layer and the parenchyma. 
They are separated from the parenchyma by the basal lamina, a thin 
layer of which also interposes between the pericyte and endothelial 
cells (red layer in Figure 1B; Frank et al., 1987). Pericytes vary 
morphologically depending on the vascular bed and position along 
the arterio-venous axis, but in general send out primary projec-
tions along the vessel in each direction from the soma, from which 
secondary and even tertiary processes project around the vessel 
(Figure 1A; Shepro and Morel, 1993). They seem to have impor-
tant roles in a range of functions, including angiogenesis, vessel 
stabilization, endothelial cell regulation and maintenance of the 
blood-brain barrier (Hirschi and D’Amore, 1996; Lai and Kuo, 
2005). Pericytes also exhibit macrophage-like activity (Thomas, 
1999) and may be multipotent precursors for several different cell 
types, forming neurons and glia in the CNS and forming liver and 
skin cells in those tissues (Dore-Duffy et al., 2006, 2008). Long ago, 
however, the perivascular location and morphology of pericytes led 
to the suggestion that they might be contractile cells, involved in 
regulation of capillary blood flow in response to vasoactive agents 
and neural activity (Dore, 1923). It has taken over 100 years to show 
that this is indeed the case, and important questions still remain 
as to the precise role of these cells in the co-ordination of changes 
in blood flow in response to altered neural activity.

The morphology and location of pericytes provided the first clues 
that they might have a role in blood flow regulation. Other aspects 
of CNS pericyte anatomy lend further support to this idea. In the 
central nervous system, there are more pericytes per  endothelial 
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branch directly from arterioles and venules, than in  pericytes on 
mid-capillary regions (Nehls and Drenckhahn, 1991), though αSMA 
is expressed in some of these mid-capillary cells (Bandopadhyay 
et al., 2001). In peripheral tissues, other contractile proteins such 
as tropomyosin have been found to follow the same pattern of 
expression as αSMA (Joyce et al., 1985), suggesting that this will 
be the case in the brain as well. Electron micrographs of brain 
pericytes reveal that they contain microfilaments resembling actin- 
and myosin-containing muscle fibers (Le Beux and Willemot, 1978; 
Ho, 1985), and immunohistochemistry shows that activation of 
endothelin-1 (ET-1) receptors to raise the calcium concentration 
in cultured pericytes produces alignment of F-actin and inter-
mediate filaments, which coincides with constriction (Dehouck 
et al., 1997). Pericytes do not express exactly the same contractile 
machinery as smooth muscle, however. For example, they lack 
the calcium-binding protein calponin, which regulates contrac-
tile function in smooth muscle cells (Bandopadhyay et al., 2001).

Much evidence that these pericyte muscle fibers are functional 
comes from studies of cultured retinal pericytes, in which pericyte 
surface area or the degree of wrinkling of the silicone surface on 
which the cells are grown serve as an indication of pericyte tone. 
Cultured pericytes constrict (or increase wrinkling) in response to 
some endothelial-derived vasoactive agents, such as ET-1, throm-
boxane A

2
 and angiotensin II (Dodge et al., 1991; Matsugi et al., 

1997a), but dilate in response to others, such as prostacyclin (PGI2; 
Dodge et al., 1991). Consistent with potential neural, as well as 
endothelial, control of pericyte tone, catecholamines (which are 
present in neurons innervating capillaries) can modulate cultured 
pericyte tone, with serotonin, histamine and noradrenaline all con-
stricting cultured pericytes (Kelley et al., 1988; Markhotina et al., 

2007). Other vasoactive molecules which are produced in neurons 
dilate cultured pericytes, such as VIP (Markhotina et al., 2007), 
NO (Haefliger et al., 1994), which can be produced by neurons or 
the endothelium, or adenosine (Matsugi et al., 1997b), which is a 
breakdown product of ATP and is produced during conditions of 
high metabolic demand. Adenosine dilates arterioles as well and 
has been proposed as a messenger by which increased blood flow 
could be directed to areas of increased metabolic demand (Dirnagl 
et al., 1994). Cultured pericytes also dilate in response to a more acid 
extracellular pH (Chen and Anderson, 1997), which is another con-
sequence of increased energy use (Chesler and Kaila, 1992), making 
the pH sensitivity of pericyte tone a further potential mechanism 
for balancing capillary blood flow with metabolic demand.

Studies on cultured pericytes therefore support a contractile 
role for these cells, but it seems that expression of contractile pro-
teins may be increased by culturing as in situ only a subpopula-
tion of pericytes express αSMA (Nehls and Drenckhahn, 1991; 
Bandopadhyay et al., 2001), while in culture all pericytes can stain 
positive for  muscle-specific actins (Herman and D’Amore, 1985). 
Such differences in αSMA expression might be paralleled by changes 
in expression levels of other proteins, reducing the potential physi-
ological relevance of these studies. However, many of the findings 
from cultured CNS pericytes have been replicated using acute ex 
vivo preparations (e.g. tissue slices, freshly isolated microvessels or 
whole mount retinae). For example, angiotensin II and endothelin I 
both constrict retinal pericytes in situ (Schonfelder et al., 1998) and 
extracellular decreases in pH dilate them (Reber et al., 2003), while 
noradrenaline constricts pericytes in cerebellar slices (Peppiatt et al., 
2006). In addition NO generates hyperpolarizing currents that would 
be expected to relax pericytes on freshly isolated retinal capillaries 

Figure 1 | Organisation of the capillary neurovascular unit. (A) Rings of 
smooth muscle encircle arterioles, while pericytes send processes along and 
around capillaries, without fully covering the vessel. (B) Pericytes are located 

outside the endothelial cells and are separated from them and the parenchyma 
by a layer of basal lamina. In the parenchyma, astrocyte end-feet and neuronal 
terminals are closely associated with the capillary.
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In general, smooth muscle contraction can be triggered by an 
elevated intracellular calcium concentration, leading to calcium- 
and calmodulin-dependent activation of myosin light chain kinase 
(MLCK, Figure 2A). This generates contraction by phosphorylat-
ing myosin light chain (MLC) and prompting its interaction with 
αSMA (Webb, 2003). Conversely, relaxation of smooth muscle is 
favoured by low calcium levels and decreased MLCK activity, and 
by the action of myosin light chain phosphatase (MLCP; in its 
active, unphosphorylated form), which decreases the phosphor-
ylation of MLC and therefore inhibits its interaction with αSMA 
(Webb, 2003).

Pericyte constriction
Like for vascular smooth muscle cells, pericyte contraction is 
controlled by the intracellular calcium concentration (Sakagami 
et al., 1999, 2001a; Sugiyama et al., 2005). For example, the con-
striction that is produced by electrically stimulating pericytes is 
blocked by removing extracellular calcium (Peppiatt et al., 2006). 
Vasoconstrictors and vasodilators such as ET-1 and NO have been 
used to elucidate, by patch clamp experiments, the electrophysi-
ological changes that control intracellular calcium levels in cul-
tured or freshly isolated retinal pericytes. Some vasoconstrictors are 
thought to bring about an intracellular calcium rise by depolarizing 
the cell membrane from the resting voltage, usually between −35 
and −60 mV, to a voltage which activates L-type  voltage-operated 
calcium channels (VOCCs; see Figure 2A; Sakagami et al., 1999, 
2001a). Binding of several vasoconstrictors, such as ET-1 (Kawamura 
et al., 2002), insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1; Sakagami et al., 
1999 and PDGF-B; Sakagami et al., 2001b), to their receptors leads 
to activation of non-specific cation channels (NSCs) that depolarize 
the cells and trigger calcium entry through VOCCs (Figure 2A). 
Calcium entry also opens calcium-activated chloride (Cl

Ca
) chan-

nels, which, due to the high intracellular chloride concentration 
of pericytes, allow chloride to leave the cell, producing a further 
depolarization allowing further activation of VOCCs (Kawamura 
et al., 2002). Voltage clamp recordings show that Cl

Ca
 channels in 

pericytes open transiently and repetitively (Sakagami et al., 1999). 
This characteristic may help to maximise the calcium influx through 
VOCCs, as desensitization of the VOCCs is minimized by reduc-
ing the time each channel is open (Sakagami et al., 1999). VOCCs 
are also thought to be activated by the depolarization caused by 
ATP binding to P2X

7
 receptors, which are themselves calcium-

permeable (Figure 2A; Sugiyama et al., 2005). ATP also increases 
the intracellular calcium concentration via P2Y

4
 receptor activation 

(Kawamura et al., 2003).
In smooth muscle, vasoactive stimuli (e.g. ET-1) can increase 

constriction by modifying the phosphorylation state of MLCP, 
via pathways that can include Rho kinase (Figure 2A; Hilgers and 
Webb, 2005). On phosphorylation, MLCP becomes inactive and 
is unable to remove the phosphate from the MLC (Webb, 2003). 
This pathway also affects pericyte function as over-expression of 
Rho-GTPase in pericytes leads to increased constriction (shown by 
wrinkling of the silicon upon which they were cultured), while inhi-
bition of Rho kinase reduces constriction (Kutcher et al., 2007).

As well as the transient events discussed above, neurons also 
induce more long-term changes in pericytes by release of gluta-
mate, subsequent activation of astrocyte metabotropic glutamate 

(Sakagami et al., 2001a). Some differences with cultured cells have 
been observed, however, as histamine dilates rather than constricts 
retinal pericytes in situ (Schonfelder et al., 1998). This study also 
found that bradykinin and cholinergic agonists dilated retinal peri-
cytes. Other new discoveries from using acute tissue preparations 
include the constriction of retinal pericytes to GABA antagonists 
(Peppiatt et al., 2006) and, particularly interestingly, the dilation of 
cerebellar pericytes to glutamate (Peppiatt et al., 2006). This find-
ing suggests that active neurons could signal to capillaries in the 
same manner as to arterioles, with glutamate generating vasoactive 
molecules such as NO, PGE

2
 or EETs in neurons or astrocytes which 

instruct pericytes to dilate capillaries and increase blood flow.
The suggestion from cultured pericytes that the metabolic 

state of the tissue might be important in their response (Chen 
and Anderson, 1997; Matsugi et al., 1997b) is backed up by acute 
preparations, as adenosine, a product of ATP breakdown, generates 
hyperpolarizing currents that would be expected to relax pericytes 
(Li and Puro, 2001). Additionally, lactate, the production of which 
is increased by neuronal activity, produces a constriction of retinal 
pericytes on isolated capillaries in high oxygen (when presumably 
there is no need for an increased oxygen supply) but a dilation in 
low oxygen (Yamanishi et al., 2006), when an increased oxygen 
supply may be required. Similarly, PDGF-B, the release of which 
from endothelial cells is critical for pericyte function (Bjarnegard 
et al., 2004), produces a constriction of retinal pericytes in con-
trol conditions but a dilation during ischaemia (Sakagami et al., 
2001b). In conditions of metabolic demand, ATP is released from 
neurons both physiologically and when the energy supply is dis-
rupted during ischaemia (Fields and Burnstock, 2006). In high 
oxygen, extracellular ATP constricts pericytes on retinal capillar-
ies when in situ (Peppiatt et al., 2006) or when vessels are isolated 
from surrounding neural tissue (Kawamura et al., 2003), but it is 
not known whether this is switched to a dilation at low oxygen 
concentrations (as occurs for the effect of glutamate on arterioles: 
Gordon et al., 2008).

Potentially therefore, pericytes could couple neural activity to 
increased capillary blood flow via two broad mechanisms: either 
neural activity could directly produce vasoactive molecules (e.g. 
NO, VIP, PGE

2,
, noradrenaline) to modulate pericyte tone, or the 

decrease in oxygen level and increase in lactate and adenosine lev-
els produced by the increased energy use by active neurons could 
directly dilate pericytes and increase nutrient supply. A recent in vivo 
study suggests, however, that at least changes in oxygen level in the 
tissue do not directly regulate neurovascular coupling, because when 
cortex was kept at a high oxygen concentration by perfusion with 
hyperbaric oxygen, blood flow responses to forepaw stimulation 
or cortical spreading depression were not affected (Lindauer et al., 
2010). If glucose rather than oxygen is limiting for ATP production, 
however, the metabolic state of the tissue could still feed back to 
regulate blood flow via changes in the levels of metabolites such as 
lactate or adenosine. Furthermore, oxygen-dependent regulation 
may still occur in conditions of ischaemia or hypoxia.

MechanisMs of regulation of Pericyte tone
What are the pathways by which pericytes can respond to neu-
rotransmitters and vasoactive agents with an alteration in their 
contractile tone?
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Pericyte dilation
Just as depolarization and an increase in intracellular calcium level 
favors constriction of pericytes, so hyperpolarization and a decrease 
of intracellular calcium level favors dilation. A major pathway which 

 receptors and an increase of NFATc3 nuclear accumulation in 
 pericytes (Filosa et al., 2007). NFAT is a calcium-regulated tran-
scription factor associated with the control of vascular cell contrac-
tility (Gonzalez Bosc et al., 2004; Filosa et al., 2007).

Figure 2 | Mechanisms of control of capillary tone. (A) Molecular 
mechanisms that link vasoactive molecules acting on receptors (labelled “R”) to 
pericyte constriction (yellow and orange shapes) or dilation (blue shapes). 
Rectangles are membrane proteins, while ovals are cytosolic species. SKCa, 
small conductance, calcium-activated potassium channel; BKCa, large 
conductance, calcium-activated potassium channel; KIR, inwardly rectifying 
potassium channel; KV, voltage-gated potassium channel; KATP, ATP-sensitive 
potassium channel; ClCa, calcium-activated chloride channel; NSC, non-specific 
cation channels; R, ligand-binding receptor; VOCC, voltage-operated calcium 

channel; MLC, myosin light chain; αSMA, alpha smooth muscle actin; MLCK, 
myosin light chain kinase; CaM, calmodulin; RhoK, Rho kinase; sGC, soluble 
guanylyl cyclase; PKG, protein kinase G; AC, adenylyl cyclase; PKA, protein 
kinase A; MLCP, myosin light chain phosphatase; ET-1, endothelin-1; IGF-1, 
insulin-like growth factor 1; PDGF-B, platelet-derived growth factor-B; PGI2, 
prostacyclin. (B) When there is a plentiful supply of O2 and ATP, stimuli such as 
lactate, PDGF-B and intracellular ATP favour pericyte constriction. GJ, gap 
junction; PDGFβR, PDGF-B receptor. (C) When O2 and/or ATP are low, lactate, 
PDGF-B and high intracellular ADP levels favour dilation.
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is known to increase cerebral blood flow (Serrano et al., 2002) 
produces an increase in cAMP level in pericytes, activating PKA 
and decreasing the phosphorylation of MLC, leading to relaxation 
(Takata et al., 2009). In vascular smooth muscle cells, PKG activa-
tion is known to increase the activity of MLCP (Lincoln et al., 2001), 
which would also produce this effect, so it is possible that the same 
mechanism is also active in pericytes.

MechanisMs of Metabolic regulation of Pericyte tone
As mentioned above, the metabolic state of the tissue can regulate 
pericyte tone (Figures 2B,C). K

ATP
 channels are inherently metaboli-

cally regulated, increasing in activity when the intracellular level of 
ATP falls and that of ADP increases, hyperpolarizing the cell and thus 
favoring dilation. This effect can be enhanced, as the hyperpolari-
zation closes channels that are activated by depolarization, such as 
VOCCs and NSCs. This increases the membrane resistance so further 
current flow through K

ATP
 channels may produce a larger hyperpo-

larization. Conversely, as the ATP level rises and that of ADP falls, K
ATP

 
channels decrease in activity, favoring constriction. An increase in 
adenosine level, which can occur during hypoxia, activates A

1
 and A

2A
 

adenosine receptors which then also increase K
ATP

 channel activity (Li 
and Puro, 2001) and increase capillary blood flow (Hirao et al., 2004). 
K

ATP
 currents can exert different levels of control over the contractile 

tone of pericytes, depending on the metabolic state of the tissue. In 
normoxic conditions, for example, PDGF-B causes a depolarization 
and constriction of retinal pericytes through activation of NSCs, Cl

Ca
 

channels and VOCCs, but in simulated ischaemia, PDGF-B causes 
dilation by activation of K

ATP
 channels and a subsequent decrease of 

intracellular calcium concentration (Sakagami et al., 2001b).
Cell-cell communication can also be modulated by the metabolic 

state of the tissue. Lactate is another bidirectional vasoactive signal, 
which constricts pericytes in conditions of high oxygen level, but relaxes 
them when oxygen is scarce (Yamanishi et al., 2006). Constriction in 
this instance is thought to involve communication with endothelial 
cells (Figure 2B), which express sodium-calcium exchangers that are 
inhibited by lactate, following a complicated cascade involving activa-
tion of monocarboxylate transporters, sodium-hydrogen exchangers 
and the sodium-potassium ATPase. This results in a decrease in cal-
cium extrusion on lactate application and thus a rise in intracellular 
calcium concentration that is transmitted through gap junctions to 
pericytes, producing constriction. Hypoxia apparently closed gap 
junctions between pericytes and endothelial cells, preventing any 
calcium rise in endothelial cells from reaching the pericytes, and thus 
preventing constriction (Yamanishi et al., 2006). The mechanism by 
which hypoxia alters gap junction coupling is unclear, though agonist 
induced closure can occur via activation of protein kinase C (PKC), 
for example following prolonged stimulation with ET-1 (Kawamura 
et al., 2002). It is interesting to note that the closure of gap junctions 
by hypoxia will increase the membrane resistance of pericytes, so 
that opening of pericyte ion channels (e.g. K

ATP
 channels as discussed 

above) will be more able to influence the membrane potential.

Pericyte regulation of caPillary diaMeter: In vIvo 
evidence and iMPlications for neuroiMaging
Pericytes can modulate capillary diameters in vitro, suggest-
ing that they may play a role in the in vivo regulation of blood 
flow. Capillaries are more numerous and densely spaced than 

hyperpolarizes and relaxes vascular smooth muscle cells is activa-
tion of potassium channels (Jackson, 2005). It seems that this is also 
the case for pericytes, as several vasodilators (e.g. PGI

2
, adenosine 

and β-adrenoceptor agonists) produce their actions via potassium 
channel activation (Li and Puro, 2001; Quignard et al., 2003; Hirao 
et al., 2004; Burnette and White, 2006). Pericytes express potassium 
channels that are voltage-sensitive, including inward rectifying (K

IR
) 

channels (von Beckerath et al., 2000; Cao et al., 2006), voltage-
gated potassium channels (von Beckerath et al., 2000) and big and 
small conductance calcium-activated potassium channels (BK

Ca
 

and SK
Ca

; Wiederholt et al., 1995; Quignard et al., 2003), as well as 
ATP-sensitive potassium channels (K

ATP
; Li and Puro, 2001; Hirao 

et al., 2004), which are not voltage-gated but do exhibit inward 
rectification at positive potentials (Li and Puro, 2001). Activation 
of these channels by vasodilators produces vessel relaxation by 
hyperpolarizing the cell and therefore reducing VOCC activation 
(Figure 2A). An increase in extracellular potassium concentration 
can also produce dilation by promoting an efflux of potassium 
at the resting membrane potential, as a result of a raised [K+]

o 

increasing the conductance of K
IR

 channels (as shown previously 
for smooth muscle; Filosa et al., 2006). As well as inducing vasodila-
tion, potassium channel activation in pericytes may also serve to 
modulate and limit constriction, since serum-derived molecules 
which constrict pericytes (e.g. IGF-1) also open voltage-dependent 
potassium channels (Sakagami et al., 1999). Conversely, some vaso-
constrictors inhibit potassium channels to increase contractile tone, 
e.g. ET-1 decreases activity of K

ATP
 channels (Kawamura et al., 2002). 

Not all vasodilators target potassium channels, however. NO has 
been found to dilate retinal pericytes at least in part by inhibiting 
VOCCs and Cl

Ca
 channels, thereby reducing depolarization and 

calcium entry into the cell and favoring dilation over constriction 
(Figure 2A; Sakagami et al., 2001a).

Cyclic nucleotides are frequently involved in the pathways by 
which receptor activation on pericytes leads to regulation of ion 
channels or MLCP (Figure 2A). Activation of PGI

2
 receptors or 

β-adrenoceptors, for example, elicits opening of BK
Ca

 channels via 
activation of adenylyl cyclase and production of cAMP (Quignard 
et al., 2003; Burnette and White, 2006) which, rather than activating 
protein kinase A (PKA), in this case produces activation of protein 
kinase G (PKG; Burnette and White, 2006). Even though PKG is 
more sensitive to cGMP than cAMP, cross-activation can occur as 
intracellular cAMP levels are generally much higher than cGMP 
levels, and PKG can become more sensitive to cAMP following auto-
phosphorylation (Smith et al., 1996). Alternatively, cAMP might 
decrease degradation of cGMP by phosphodiesterase V, boosting 
cGMP levels and thus PKG activity (Pelligrino and Wang, 1998). 
In other cell types, PKG activation also occurs in response to NO, 
because NO activates soluble guanylyl cyclase (sGC) to generate 
cGMP, which then activates PKG (Garthwaite, 2000). This seems to 
be the way in which pericytes respond to NO, as pericytes express 
both sGC (Fessenden and Schacht, 1997) and PKG (Tian et al., 1999) 
and the dilating effect of NO donors is mimicked by 8-Br-cGMP, a 
membrane permeable cGMP analog (Sakagami et al., 2001a), and 
prevented by inhibition of sGC (Haefliger et al., 1994).

Ion channels are not the only target of cyclic nucleotide path-
ways which evoke relaxation. Adrenomedullin, a vasoactive pep-
tide, which is expressed in CNS endothelial cells and neurons, and 
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It is possible that there is a contribution of small arterioles 
to some of the parenchymal changes that have been assumed to 
reflect changes in blood volume in capillaries, since the use of 
increased magnification has shown that some small arterioles 
may be present, and activity in these vessels may contribute to 
the localized changes which were earlier attributed to capillaries 
(Frostig et al., 1990; Berwick et al., 2008). There is, however, further 
support for a capillary basis for at least some parenchymal blood 
volume changes, as dilations and constrictions of cerebral capil-
laries have been observed in rat somatosensory cortex on forepaw 
stimulation (Stefanovic et al., 2008) and in rat cortex in response 
to hypercapnia (Hutchinson et al., 2006). Changes in blood vol-
ume or diameter in capillaries do not, in themselves, demonstrate 
active regulation of cerebral blood flow at the capillary level, as 
upstream arteriolar changes could also produce these effects in 
capillaries via an alteration in perfusion pressure. Nevertheless, 
tentative evidence for active control of capillary diameter was found 
by Charpak’s group (Chaigneau et al., 2003). If no active regulation 
occurs at the capillary level, all capillaries in an interconnected 
network should either dilate or constrict passively in response to an 
upstream increase or decrease of perfusion pressure. In rat olfactory 
bulb, however, odour stimulation only produced dilations in those 
capillaries within an activated olfactory glomerulus (approximate 
diameter: 200 μm), while capillaries just outside this glomerulus, 
though closely interconnected, did not respond (Chaigneau et al., 
2003). This suggests that active regulation of capillary flow can 
occur and that changes in capillary flow across the brain can occur 
on a spatial scale similar to that observed using optical imaging. 
Furthermore, a simple calculation suggests that, if the change in 
capillary diameter produced by pericytes in cerebellar slices also 
occurs in vivo, then capillary-level regulation could reduce vascular 
resistance sufficiently to contribute significantly to the blood flow 
increase evoked by neural activity (Peppiatt et al., 2006).

Such estimates of the magnitude of the effect on blood flow 
of altering capillary diameter depend on knowing the relative 
contributions of arterioles, capillaries and venules to the total 
vascular resistance, so that the effect of a decrease in resistance 
in one of these compartments can be assessed. Several models of 
blood flow through the cerebral vasculature have been formulated 
which address this issue, which yield estimates for the percentage 
of vascular resistance at the capillary level ranging from 16%, in 
a simple multicompartmental model (Lu et al., 2004), to 70% in 
a more complicated model incorporating branching, parallel ves-
sels, (which assumes that a constant arterial pressure is provided 
at the upstream end of the penetrating arterioles and a constant 
venous pressure is maintained downstream of the venules; Boas 
et al., 2008). Poiseuille’s law predicts that flow depends on the fourth 
power of the vessel radius, and can be used to estimate changes in 
vessel resistance following diameter changes (though as blood has 
cells suspended in it that are comparable in size to the capillary 
diameter, Poiseuille’s law is not strictly valid and will actually under-
estimate the effect of a change in capillary diameter as it neglects 
the energy required to deform blood cells at very narrow vessel 
diameters; Secomb, 1987). This means that a 2.1-fold increase in 
capillary diameter, as is seen after glutamate application to capillar-
ies in vitro (Peppiatt et al., 2006), would decrease capillary resistance 
by (at least) 20-fold, decrease total vascular resistance by between 

arterioles: in the hippocampus, for example, the average dis-
tance between a neuron and a capillary is 8–23 μm, depending 
on the cell layer, while the average distance between a neuron 
and an arteriole is 70–160 μm (Lovick et al., 1999). Capillaries 
therefore seem better placed than arterioles to rapidly detect any 
increase in neuronal activity and to respond to the requirement 
for increased blood flow. Of particular relevance to neuroimag-
ing studies, the greater density of capillaries also means that 
capillary-level regulation of blood flow could potentially allow 
more spatially-restricted changes in blood flow on occurrence of 
a localized increase in neuronal activity. Technological advances 
allowing the use of smaller voxel sizes in imaging techniques that 
employ blood oxygenation or blood volume as an indicator of 
neural activation (e.g. the blood-oxygen level dependent (BOLD) 
signal in functional magnetic resonance imaging, fMRI) may 
therefore reveal a finer level of spatial detail in the underlying 
neuronal activity than has previously been observed.

The in vivo evidence for regulation of capillary diameter by 
pericytes is somewhat patchy, however. Optical recordings have 
allowed comparison of the relative spatial scale of passive vas-
cular changes (i.e. the areas of increased oxygen extraction and 
deoxyhemoglobin formation due to increased neuronal activity) 
and active vascular changes, whereby changes in vessel resist-
ance lead to increases in cerebral blood flow and volume. While 
immediate increases in deoxyhemoglobin level localise well to 
regions of neuronal activity, suggestive of passive changes in blood 
oxygenation at the capillary level, later increases in blood flow 
and volume were originally found to cover much larger areas, 
suggesting that these occur at the level of arterioles and arteries 
(Iadecola et al., 1997; Vanzetta and Grinvald, 2008). More recently, 
however, evidence has been found that changes in cerebral blood 
flow and volume do occur on a more spatially-restricted scale, 
consistent with regulation of capillary blood flow. These stud-
ies find that when the interfering contribution of large surface 
vessels is removed, either at the analysis stage (Vanzetta et al., 
2004), or by considering only the first (Frostig et al., 1990; Sheth 
et al., 2004) or last (Berwick et al., 2008) few seconds of the sig-
nal, localized increases of cerebral blood volume do occur in the 
parenchyma (assumed to represent the capillary network), with 
a spatial resolution of 100–400 μm, corresponding to the areas 
of cortex activated by whisker stimulation or by a single ocular 
dominance column in visual cortex (Frostig et al., 1990; Sheth 
et al., 2004; Vanzetta et al., 2004). From the relative spacing of 
capillaries and arterioles (see above), each capillary perfuses a tis-
sue volume with a diameter of 15–50 μm, while arterioles perfuse 
a volume of diameter 140–320 μm. Arterioles could therefore only 
provide spatially localized perfusion to a single activated column 
if the arteriole was located directly in the center of a given corti-
cal column, but if blood flow were regulated at the capillary level 
as well, the capillary network could easily provide this degree of 
spatial resolution. Indeed, dye injection of penetrating arterioles 
in rat barrel cortex found that although the area of tissue perfused 
by a single penetrating arteriole was roughly the same size as a 
cortical barrel, arteriolar domains did not match barrel domains, 
so spatial fine tuning by the microvessel network must occur in 
order to account for the specific change of perfusion in a single 
cortical barrel (Woolsey et al., 1996).
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been shown to propagate via gap junctionally coupled pericytes 
and endothelial cells in isolated retinal capillaries (Wu et al., 2006), 
suggesting propagated dilation between pericytes is plausible. As 
seen above, pericyte hyperpolarization is associated with dilation 
(Puro, 2007) but often only a fraction of pericytes demonstrate 
a visible alteration in tone, even when they are all electrophysi-
ologically responsive (e.g. Yamanishi et al., 2006). It may therefore 
be possible for a neuronal or astrocytic signal to reach capillaries 
and be signaled upstream to arterioles, as a hyperpolarization of 
the endothelium and pericytes, without an immediate alteration 
in capillary diameter. If so, pericytes across the capillary network 
may exist in different states of rigidity, depending on the vasoac-
tive signals they have received. Their relative tone could therefore 
dictate which capillaries become most perfused when increased 
flow arises from the arteriolar level. This would be consistent with 
increases in red blood cell content in specific capillaries (functional 
recruitment) which have been observed on electrical stimulation of 
rat cerebellar and somatosensory cortex (Akgoren and Lauritzen, 
1999; Schulte et al., 2003).

In summary, the spatial resolution of changes in cerebral blood 
volume following sensory stimulation is suggestive of regulation of 
flow at the capillary level, and dilations and constrictions of capil-
laries have been observed in vivo. Evidence for active regulation of 
capillary tone in vivo is more limited, however, though differential 
responses in interconnected capillaries suggest that it does occur. 
Although the limited evidence available points to the initiation of 
flow increases occurring at the arteriolar level, it remains to be seen 
whether or not arterioles are the primary site of the neuronal or 
astrocytic vasoactive signals reaching the vasculature. Further work 
will doubtless address whether capillaries contribute to upstream 
transmission of vasodilatory (or vasoconstrictory) signals and how 
these signals fine tune blood flow through the capillary network.

What are the implications of a possible capillary-level regula-
tion of blood flow for functional imaging studies? The most direct 
read-out of neuronal activity from the BOLD signal is the increase 
in deoxyhemoglobin level in capillaries due to increased oxygen 
extraction by active regions of cortex, but this “initial dip” is not 
easily detected (Vanzetta and Grinvald, 2008). Indeed it is possi-
ble that active capillary-level blood flow regulation could serve to 
decrease the initial dip, by increasing the amount of oxygenated 
blood present. As discussed above, blood volume changes with high 
spatial resolution have been detected optically in primary sensory 
cortices and the resolution limits are probably set by responses in 
the capillary network. These spatial resolution limits of 100–400 μm 
have not been possible previously using magnetic resonance imag-
ing (MRI), but as magnetic field strengths increase (Mangia et al., 
2009), and by orienting MRI slices to avoid large blood vessels 
(Vanzetta and Grinvald, 2008), resolution using the positive phase 
of the BOLD signal has improved to allow the detection of corti-
cal laminae (Goense and Logothetis, 2006), orientation columns 
(Yacoub et al., 2008) and olfactory glomeruli (Kida et al., 2002), 
with voxel diameters reaching 500 μm in humans and 200 μm in 
animals (Mangia et al., 2009), thus approaching the limits observed 
using optical techniques. What limits could capillary-level altera-
tions in blood flow therefore impose on the potentially achievable 
spatial resolution using MRI? In primary sensory cortices, the reso-
lution attainable with optical imaging methods corresponds to a 

15 and 67% and therefore increase blood flow by a factor of 1.18 
to 2.98 (for calculation see Peppiatt et al., 2006, Supplementary 
Material). Clearly experimental evidence is required to assess which 
of these values is more accurate, but adaptations of these models 
could be valuable to assess the effect of localized changes in capillary 
diameter on the spatiotemporal pattern of flow through upstream 
arterioles, parallel capillaries and downstream venules. Indeed, a 
recent model simulated capillary dilation over a relatively wide 
region and predicted spatially-restricted increases in flow that were, 
nevertheless, not confined to the area of dilation (Reichold et al., 
2009). Further modeling using more spatially limited regions of 
capillary dilation and more anatomically accurate representations 
of the capillaries will be valuable for generating predictions as to the 
likely impact of pericyte-mediated capillary diameter regulation.

As well as looking at the spatial patterns of changes in vessel 
diameters, the relative time courses of haemodynamic changes in 
parenchymal and arteriolar compartments can also be examined to 
understand the mechanisms by which changes in vessel resistance 
are co-ordinated. If capillaries dilate before arterioles, it is likely that 
they, rather than arterioles, “sense” the requirement for increased 
blood flow. If, however, capillaries respond later than arterioles, 
then arterioles are presumably the initial sensor, with capillary dila-
tion occurring as a passive response to increased pressure or via 
an independent (slower) active dilation pathway. Two studies have 
found the early parenchymal increase in deoxyhemoglobin con-
centration in visual cortex, observed after visual stimulation, to be 
accompanied by a local increase in parenchymal total hemoglobin 
that is well localized to activated cortical columns (Malonek and 
Grinvald, 1996, indicating capillary-level regulation) and which 
occurred before blood flow to the region increased (Malonek et al., 
1997). This was interpreted as representing a small degree of capil-
lary dilation, possibly recruiting blood cells from other capillar-
ies, before later upstream increases in blood flow (Malonek and 
Grinvald, 1996; Malonek et al., 1997). Most studies, however, do not 
observe this and find that arteriolar flow changes following sensory 
or electrical stimulation occur at the same time (Matsuura et al., 
1999; Li et al., 2003; Hillman et al., 2007), or just before (Vanzetta 
et al., 2005) changes in capillary perfusion, suggesting that at least 
the predominant hemodynamic changes originate upstream of 
capillaries, rather than dilation by capillaries being retrogradely 
conducted to arterioles.

If retrograde transmission of dilation does not occur, then an 
important question arises. At what level is increased neuronal activ-
ity communicated to the vasculature? Is a local increase in neuronal 
activity signaled directly to a distant arteriole, e.g. via the astrocytic 
syncytium (Gordon et al., 2007) or does the signal reach the vascu-
lature more directly, at the (nearer) capillary, without necessarily 
producing a diameter change? In skeletal muscle, local muscle fibre 
stimulation produces a current and calcium change in local capil-
lary endothelial cells and elicits upstream arteriole dilation (without 
local capillary dilation; Sarelius et al., 2000; Murrant et al., 2004). 
It seems this signal is communicated in part, but not exclusively, 
by electrotonic current spread through endothelial gap junctions 
(Sarelius et al., 2000). Propagated dilation has been observed from 
cerebral arterioles to arteries (Iadecola et al., 1997) but has not been 
observed in cerebral capillaries, though propagated constriction has 
been reported (Peppiatt et al., 2006) and hyperpolarizations have 
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to involve generation of superoxide by endothelial cells, and, at 
least in part, a decrease of NO bioavailability (Thomas et al., 1996; 
Iadecola et al., 1999; Niwa et al., 2001). As pericytes are likely to also 
be involved in neurovascular coupling it is probable that β-amyloid 
will have similar effects on the regulation of capillary diameter. 
Thus, initially low levels of β-amyloid may produce free radicals 
and hence endothelial damage, capillary constriction and impaired 
neurovascular coupling (Figure 3A). This reduction of the energy 
supply to the brain may increase neuronal damage, and the decrease 
in flow may also further impair β-amyloid clearance causing amy-
loid to accumulate further in a vicious cycle, since blood flow sup-
ports protein clearance via the perivascular space and across the 
blood-brain barrier (Ball et al., 2010). Capillaries may, in fact, be 
particularly sensitive to β-amyloid-mediated damage, as β-amyloid 
is more toxic to cultured pericytes than to vascular smooth muscle 
cells (Verbeek et al., 1997), so alterations in β-amyloid clearance and 
neurovascular coupling may occur even earlier in capillaries than 
in larger blood vessels. It is therefore of importance to establish the 
role of capillaries in impaired vascular function in order to fully 
understand the pathogenesis of Alzheimer’s disease and, hopefully, 
to identify potential novel drug targets to treat the disease.

Of relevance to functional imaging studies, low levels of β-amyloid 
disrupt basal CBF and neurovascular coupling before affecting neu-
ronal activity (as assessed by rates of glucose utilisation; Niwa et al., 
2000, 2002). Early changes in the BOLD signal related to vascular 
malfunction are therefore likely to occur in people who will go on to 
develop Alzheimer’s disease, before the onset of neuronal death or 
cognitive decline. Importantly, as these changes are due to vascular 
abnormalities, not altered cortical processing, they could confound 
the interpretation of functional imaging studies on subjects with 
premorbid Alzheimer’s disease. It is therefore important to con-
sider the potential effects of altered neurovascular coupling due to 
Alzheimer’s disease, or other age-related conditions, in the design 
of studies using older people (D’Esposito et al., 2003).

cerebral ischaeMia
Cerebral ischaemia has long been known to disrupt cerebral blood 
flow at the capillary level. Following transient focal ischaemia, after 
a brief period of reactive hyperaemia, cerebral blood flow is reduced, 
even after removal of arterial occlusion (Leffler et al., 1989), and 
many cerebral capillaries show poor reperfusion of blood cells (del 
Zoppo et al., 1991; Mori et al., 1992). This low reflow phenomenon 
occurs, in part, due to blockade of capillaries by activated polymor-
phonuclear leukocytes (Mori et al., 1992) and of post-capillaries by 
activated aggregating platelets and fibrin deposition (del Zoppo, 
2008). Activation and increased adherence of these species occurs 
as a consequence of blood-brain barrier breakdown (del Zoppo, 
2008) and is detrimental to the brain, since preventing loss of ves-
sel patency by inhibiting platelet binding to fibrin decreases both 
microvessel occlusions and infarct volume (Choudhri et al., 1998; 
Abumiya et al., 2000). Recently, however, pericytes have also been 
shown to constrict capillaries soon after the onset of simulated 
retinal ischaemia, and after transient cerebral ischaemia followed 
by reperfusion (Peppiatt et al., 2006; Yemisci et al., 2009). In the 
latter study, capillary patency and infarct size was improved by 
blocking NO synthesis or by scavenging superoxide, and labeling for 
3- nitrotyrosine (a product of peroxynitrite-mediated  reactions) was 

functional cortical column, and where responses are bigger than 
a single column, this has been suggested to reflect the underlying 
spread of neuronal activity, rather than a poorly localized blood 
flow response (Berwick et al., 2008). In other words, the potential 
resolution of the vascular response may be significantly greater 
than is apparent when imaging primary sensory cortices. It would 
therefore be valuable to compare vascular responses in regions 
where more spatially localized neuronal firing occurs in response 
to physiological stimulation, in order to assess whether, in these 
regions, different stimuli or tasks generate spatially different vas-
cular responses, hopefully reflecting differences in the underlying 
pattern of neuronal firing. It is conceivable that different vascular 
responses could occur with a much finer spatial resolution, approxi-
mating the spatial density of capillaries (20–40 μm).

Pericytes and PathoPhysiology
Pericyte damage has been linked with several different pathological 
conditions. For example, changes in pericyte morphology at the elec-
tron microscope level, suggestive of decreased function and degen-
eration, have been reported in brain tissue from epilepsy (Liwnicz 
et al., 1990) and multiple sclerosis (Claudio et al., 1995) patients, 
while pericyte coverage of capillaries from aged rats is less than in 
younger controls (Heinsen and Heinsen, 1983). In spontaneously 
hypertensive rats, conversely, more αSMA-expressing pericytes are 
found on brain capillaries (Herman and Jacobson, 1988), suggesting 
that pericytes may be more able to modulate capillary diameter in 
hypertension, an effect which may either contribute to cardiovascu-
lar disease or be adaptive. There is more substantial evidence, how-
ever, showing changes in CNS pericytes in three major conditions: 
Alzheimer’s disease, diabetic retinopathy and cerebral ischaemia.

alzheiMer’s disease
Amyloid deposits within degenerating pericytes have been observed 
in the brains of patients with early onset familial (Wisniewski et al., 
1992) and normal sporadic Alzheimer’s disease (Szpak et al., 2007), 
and exposure to and internalisation of β-amyloid is toxic to peri-
cytes (Verbeek et al., 1997; Wilhelmus et al., 2007). Accumulation 
of β-amyloid around capillaries and larger vessels of Alzheimer’s 
disease patients is thought to occur because the perivascular space 
represents an important clearance pathway for β-amyloid from the 
interstitial fluid surrounding brain cells (Preston et al., 2003; Carare 
et al., 2008). Proteins are normally removed from the perivascular 
space via the lymphatic drainage pathways or by transport across 
the blood-brain barrier (Weller et al., 2008). Indeed, pericytes may 
be directly involved in β-amyloid clearance across the blood-brain 
barrier as they express proteins that can act as β-amyloid recep-
tors and can internalise β-amyloid (Wilhelmus et al., 2007). In 
Alzheimer’s disease β-amyloid clearance is insufficient, either due to 
overproduction of β-amyloid or, as now seems more likely (Zlokovic 
et al., 2005), due to decreased functioning of the clearance pathways 
(Weller et al., 2008), so β-amyloid accumulates, forming aggregates 
or plaques. The presence of β-amyloid produces vasoconstriction, 
endothelial cell damage and a decrease in cerebral blood flow in 
larger blood vessels (Thomas et al., 1996; Niwa et al., 2001), and 
also reduces the reactivity of cerebral blood vessels to neuronal 
activity or to endothelium-dependent vasodilators (Iadecola et al., 
1999; Niwa et al., 2000). The mechanism for these changes seems 
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Interestingly, several electron microscopic studies have observed 
a migration of pericytes away from the vessel wall following global 
ischaemia and reperfusion (Takahashi et al., 1997; Gonul et al., 
2002; Melgar et al., 2005). This migration began at around the 
same time as the period of secondary hypoperfusion and continued 
for at least 12–24 h, by which time pericytes could be observed 
several microns away from the capillary in the neuropil (Melgar 

found on capillaries, suggesting both that peroxynitrite  formation 
might underlie the constriction of capillaries by pericytes (Yemisci 
et al., 2009) and that this constriction reduces energy supply to the 
brain sufficiently to exacerbate neuronal damage. Thus capillary 
blockade both by activated platelets and leukocytes, and by pericyte 
constriction, can decrease cerebral blood flow and increase neuro-
nal damage following transient ischaemia (Figure 3B).

Figure 3 | Alterations in pericyte function in disease states. (A) In 
Alzheimer’s disease, β-amyloid removal across the blood-brain barrier slows so 
β-amyloid aggregates are formed around blood vessels. β-amyloid is toxic to 
pericytes and produces superoxide (O2•

−), which scavenges NO, forming 
peroxynitrite (ONOO−) and constricting vessels. (B) After cerebral ischaemia, the 
energy supply to an ischaemic region is not fully restored as many capillaries fail 
to reperfuse due to blockade by polymorphonuclear leukocytes, generation of 

reactive oxygen species and capillary constriction. (C) In diabetic retinopathy, 
high glucose levels trigger pericyte apoptosis and capillary malfunction via 
activation of protein kinase C δ (PKCδ) and p38α mitogen activated protein 
kinase (p38αK). Reactive oxygen species (ROS) are generated, producing 
apoptosis via nuclear factor κB (NF-κB) activation and Src homology-2 
domain-containing phosphatase-1 (SHP-1) is activated, which inhibits PDGFR-β, 
decreasing activity of pro-survival pathways and further promoting apoptosis.
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1998). Geraldes et al. (2009) showed that levels of PKCδ, a novel 
PKC isoform (Sampson and Cooper, 2006) which is expressed in 
retinal pericytes, are increased by high glucose concentrations or by 
an animal model of diabetes (Figure 3C). Conversely, knockout of 
PKCδ prevents diabetes from inducing pericyte loss and prevents the 
development of retinopathic features such as acellular capillaries and 
increased vascular leakage. Using knockout mice and cultured retinal 
pericytes, PKCδ activation was found to increase p38α MAPK phos-
phorylation and activation, the effects of which were to increase both 
reactive oxygen species-mediated activation of NF-κB and expres-
sion of Src homology-2 domain–containing phosphatase-1 (SHP-1), 
a novel target for p38 α MAPK (Geraldes et al., 2009). SHP-1, which 
inhibits the PDGFR-β (Yu et al., 1998), prevented phosphorylation 
of the pro-survival targets Akt and ERK in response to endothelial 
PDGF-B (Geraldes et al., 2009). Both NF-κB activation (Romeo et al., 
2002) and decreased phosphorylation of Akt and ERK trigger apop-
tosis in pericytes and other cell types (Liu et al., 2000; Geraldes et al., 
2009). Endothelial cell-pericyte communication via PDGF-B is there-
fore critical for maintaining phosphorylation of pro-survival targets in 
pericytes and disruption of this pathway by increased activity of PKCδ 
and its downstream targets, in response to high glucose levels, leads to 
pericyte loss and the development of retinopathy (Figure 3C).

The manner in which pericytes malfunction in disease highlights 
their importance in roles from controlling vessel tone and capillary 
perfusion, to maintenance of the blood-brain barrier and stabilis-
ing capillary structure. Further understanding of the pathways that 
are compromised and lead to pericyte death and malfunction in 
different pathological conditions is likely to be important for the 
development of new pharmaceutical targets. Equally, the concept 
that conditions such as stroke and Alzheimer’s disease, in addition 
to producing cognitive impairments, can also alter neurovascular 
coupling at all levels of the cerebrovascular system, is important not 
only for understanding disease progression but also when interpret-
ing the BOLD signal in studies using these patient groups.

overall conclusions
Pericytes have convincingly been demonstrated to constrict or dilate 
in response to many different neurotransmitters and vasoactive 
molecules, and many of the second messenger pathways that lead to 
constriction or dilation have been elucidated. As yet, however, their 
behavior following physiological neuronal activity has not been 
conclusively revealed in vivo. It remains to be seen whether pericyte-
mediated neurovascular coupling at the capillary level plays an impor-
tant role in generating the blood flow response to localized neuronal 
activity, and what the role of pericytes and capillaries is in signaling a 
requirement for increased flow to upstream arterioles and arteries. As 
altered pericyte function is associated with several pathological condi-
tions, in terms of their contractile state and other roles such as main-
tenance of the blood-brain barrier and provision of macrophages or 
precursors to the neuropil, increased knowledge of pericyte physiology 
and pathophysiology will be critical for further understanding disease 
processes, for developing new treatments, and for understanding the 
contribution of pericytes to functional imaging signals.
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et al., 2005). The function of pericyte migration is not clear, but 
in a model of traumatic brain injury, in which pericyte migration 
was also observed, those pericytes which did not migrate showed 
cytoplasmic changes consistent with degeneration, suggesting that 
migration may protect the pericyte from death (Dore-Duffy et al., 
2000) (or that pericytes which died rapidly could not migrate). 
Alternatively, pericytes could be acting as macrophages (Thomas, 
1999), to clear up debris from degenerating neurons, or may even 
be primed to replace dying cells as, in culture at least, pericytes can 
differentiate into neuronal, astroglial and oligodendrocytic pheno-
types (Dore-Duffy et al., 2006). Further study is therefore required 
to investigate whether pericyte migration is beneficial or damaging 
to functional recovery from ischaemia, which pathways control this 
phenomenon and whether any elements of these pathways could 
potentially be manipulated by therapeutic interventions.

diabetic retinoPathy
Pericytes are more numerous on retinal capillaries than in any other 
vascular bed in the body (Frank et al., 1987; Shepro and Morel, 
1993). Their loss in the retina occurs at the earliest stages of diabetic 
retinopathy (Cogan et al., 1961) and is associated with subsequent 
microaneurysms, haemorrhages, blocked capillaries and changes to 
the basal lamina. Later, in some patients, blindness can occur as the 
disease progresses to the proliferative stage, characterized by oedema 
over the macular region and angiogenesis, which obscures vision and 
threatens sight (Motiejunaite and Kazlauskas, 2008; Antonetti, 2009). 
Communication between pericytes and endothelial cells seems to be 
critically important for maintaining pericytes’ presence on retinal cap-
illaries. Platelet-derived growth factor-B (PDGF-B) is produced by 
endothelial cells, while its receptor, PDGFR-β is expressed on pericytes 
(Figure 3C). Mice in which PDGF-B is knocked out are not viable and 
die as embryos with an absence of brain pericytes and evidence of lethal 
haemorrhages (Lindahl et al., 1997). Heterozygotes survive, though 
with a 30% reduction in the number of retinal pericytes (Hammes 
et al., 2002). These mice also display retinal microaneurysms and an 
increased number of acellular capillaries (consisting of tubes of basal 
lamina empty of endothelial cells and pericytes). The number of peri-
cytes decreases further (in comparison to both diabetic controls and 
nondiabetic PDGF-B+/− mice) if the mice are made diabetic, and the 
retinopathy worsens. In addition, in response to hypoxia, they show 
more de novo angiogenesis than do controls (Hammes et al., 2002). 
Mice with selective endothelial ablation of the PDGF-B gene are also 
viable and show a wide variation in the number of pericytes present 
on vessels (Enge et al., 2002). The pericyte density on CNS capillaries 
turns out to be negatively correlated with the degree of retinopathy, 
including regressed capillaries and microaneurysms, and prolifera-
tive retinopathy was found in all animals where pericyte density on 
CNS capillaries was decreased by more than 50% (Enge et al., 2002). 
Together these studies suggest that PDGF-B signaling from endothe-
lial cells to pericytes is important for their association with capillaries 
and that this association is important for preserving capillary stability, 
maintaining vessel wall tone (to prevent microaneurysm formation) 
and preventing both vessel regression and excessive angiogenesis.

A recent paper has cast light on how diabetes may disrupt PDGF-B 
signaling and thus disrupt pericyte association with retinal capillar-
ies (Geraldes et al., 2009). PKC activity has been previously linked 
with hyperglycaemia-mediated vascular dysfunction (Koya and King, 
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